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Barker chosen as
the Outstanding
Educator of the Year
By RITA HARCROW
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Dr. Tom Barker, dean ot the
college of criminal justice, recently
received the Outstanding Educator
of the Year Award from the
Southern Association of Criminal
Justice Educators (SACJE).
Barker received the award at the
annual SACJE b a q u e t which was
held m Chattanooga, 'rennesse, Oct
10.

Barker was chosen to receive the
award by other members of the
association.
In addition to recelvlna the OutJSU Ptlotr,
standing Educator of i h e Year
Dr.
Barker
Award, Barker has also served a s
poses
gymnastics team after performance 0ct.
president of SACJE, and he has held sibilities, his major goal for the
the position of second vice president future is
keep things running
of the National Criminal Justice ----- u
Educators Association.
Dr. ~ a r n e Reaves,
s
vice president
Barker has held fourteen offices in for academic services, said that
state, regional, and national Barker is an asset to the department
criminal justice
educators' of criminal justice.
organizations.
"We are extremely pleased that
'$1am presently the progressive others recognize Barker's may
chairman for the Southern positive attributes in his service to
Association of Criminal Justice the criminal justice education
its commitment. He said some students complained that Educators," he said, "and I will field," Reaves said.
By VICKY WALLACE
assume the presidency in 1988."
they did not receive cable at all.
Chanticleer Senior Editor
"It just confirms our belief in his
Barker also said that since he has performance a t JSU."
He said they finally decided, "the SGA would be better
An old saymg states, "The seeds you sow today will be
so many activities and responoff not becoming a collecting service."
the harvest you reap tomorrow." Some campus students
When ANC was told of this decision, French said, a
and employees have reported they are having to do just
new rule began to go into effect: Any person living on
that.
campus, student or employee, could have only regular
The Anruston New Channels put into effect Sept. 9 a
cable and HBO and not cable extra.
new rullng that both students and employees living on
Darlene Spencer, dorm director of Curtiss Hall, said
the campus wlll only be allowed to purchase only
she attempted to buy the Disney and Art channels to add
regular cable and HI30 and not the remote control box or
to her already owned box, but was told she would not be
cable extra, marketing manager Nancy Price said
BY SUE SANDERS
permitted to do so because no student or employee living
When asked the reason for this action, students were
Coach Rudy Abbott and hls team are "on the ball" with clean-up and
told that it was the SGA's fault, president Michael on the JSU campus would be allowed to get the new landscapmg plans tor the baseball field.
channels nor cable extra.
French sad.
"A lot ot people see our campus and baseball field for the first time and
Spencer said she then called the Anniston branch and they make judgements," said Coach Rudy Abbott.
In reply to this statement, French said he approached
was told that since the SGA was unwilling to cooperate
the ANC about promding some kind of special service for
The Coach and his players do all they can from the plantmg, to the
by collecting the insurance fees of the boxes then they bulldlng ot tences, to the actual cleaning up of trash. "Thanks to a little
the many students who pay for cable.
"dld not want to fool with JSU students or employees:'
The ANC requested that the SGA collect a deposit
money raised through our basekll camps, we can contract the work we
She sald other students said they were told that "JSU can't do," said Abbott.
(between $225-250) trom each student who wants to
would not be allowed to get cable extra effective Seppurchase the remote control box. This fee would be
Several tlowers and shrubs have been planted and several wocden
tember 9."
returned !f the box is returned m good condition.
partitions and patios have been constructed. "We're really proud ~f what
"Quite a lot of damage was done to the cable in the
we ve accpmpllsled and we plan to do a lot more," Abbott s a d .
Lrci~?entall:, French s a d , everyone else, including
d o r m ; fines were cut and many students were gettirdg
More pabob and a c b o k a t pit are in the plans for the near future. P%ey
studex; hw-;: oil campus, is required to slgn a $500
free cable. ' h e new box (JSM] has brought abii.t a &so plan to budd a covered sand box area beh~ndthe bleachers so the
r w e i m g a box or cable extra.
k1ld be
change." Price said in defense of mi'.
little guy' c j n 2:: entertame?:! wh~lethe "folks" enjoy the ball game,
Fr-nch said dwmg the t u x period that he and the
"We have Calked with the %A about setting 'ig ;"i pian
"Schedules a e Elyht. b ~evpryone
~ t
chips in when thev can lNe ail w m t ?c
,acutlve senate s e r e rnmlmg over this :re7& ~ d e a ,WC
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ANC says no to campus
requests for cable extra boxes

Abbott and team "on
the ball" with plans
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Parking and traffic problems

I Announcements I Nichols sets the record straight
-_ _ _ _ _

......................

If you have a problem, Info -line can probably help. Info Line is a

service provided by the volunteer and Information Center of Calhoun
County, An Agency of United Way.
This service maintains a listing of nonprofit services available to all
Calhoun County residents. Info Line provides a number to call for aid in
finding information on solving a problem.
Approximately two hundred fifty organizations are waiting to help
those in need of assistance. Info Line can answer questions concerning
personal problems, health, family, financial, legal, consumer, or just
about any type of problem. Last month alohe the service answered
more than 305 calls for help.
For free information and referral concerning any problem, large or
small, call 237-4636. "Your troubles won't trouble us at all."

................................

Dr. Chester Swor, internationally-known author and lecturer will
speak tonight at 6 p.m. at the Baptist Campus Ministry Center. His topic
will be "forgiveness." Swor, a former professor of English and dean of
men at Mississippi College, now travels nationwide, speaking to groups
of college students. Included among his books are Very Truly Yours
and If We Dared.Recently, e-pts
from five of his volumes have been
collected under the title, The Best of Chester Swor. Last year, he was
with the Baptist Campus Ministry for a three-day meeting wkch was
well-received by students. Anyone interested in hearing Swor is
welcome to be present tonight at 6 p.m.

,

1

By VICKY W A W C E :
Chanticleer Senior Ellitor
Chief David Nichols recently
responded to criticisms and complaints concerning the increased
number of parking and traffic
problems directed toward the
University police department.
"I've heard a lot of complaints
from students and others about the
parking and traffic problems and a
good deal of criticism has been
toward the University police. I think
it's unfair and most of the accusations are not accurate," Nichols
said.
He said there were several myths
about parking and traffic he would
like to dismiss.
1. There are nbt enough parking
places here on campus.

He emphasized that the solution to
the parking problem is if "resident,
"we get complaints from the faculty or dorm students would not drive to
members about giving them tickets. class or from classoom building to
bullding ."
As a result of dorm students
4. '['he university police generates revenue for the use of moving their cars, Nichols said
the department when tickets there is congested parking in lots
designed for commuter parking,
are written.
congested and dangerous moving
Contrary to this belief, he said, the traffic for students who do walk,
money collected from ticket tines go traffic accidents have increased,
lnto general fund of the University. and the time for those riding in cars
is slowed down.
He denied the rumor of faculty

violations not being ticketed because

"I've heard a lot of
complaints from
studentS and others

...toward the Uni-

Nichols said his records showed
that
for every registered car, inThe JSU Coosa Valley Arcti-aeology ~ocigtywill meet tonight on the
cluding commuters, there is a
3rd floor of Brewer Hall. Carry Oakley, state archaeologist, will be the
parking space. He said parking
featured speaker. Everyone is welcome to attend.
would
not be a problem if students
..........................
I
livlng on campus would walk, rather
Nicholson said during his five
, The Reentry student Association will have its first organizational
than drive, to class.
years as chief of campus police, he
peet~ngon October 24,I:W p.m. at Stone Center, rm. 327. Contact Dr. I
has seen "congested parking,
,Thomas,rm 305 Stone Cmter fhr more info.
2. The police give too many tickets partlcualrly at classroom buildings,
to every0ne, prlmarlly the st^ and congested vehicular trafkic on
dents.
and around campus during dass
Ever wondered about flying saucers'! Interested in comedy and
,,We
only
give tickets to those in changes. We have many individuals
jokes? Believe in Santa Claus ?' Enjoy M.A.S.H.? Head comics? Need
who habitually violate parking
violation," Nicholson replied.
a course for Spring Semester? Have a "close encounter." Try SY 482:
regulations on purpose and those
Sociology of Popular Culture.
3. The taculty are not hcketed when people cause problems for other
___________--------------------pbople."
thev nark m a red zone.
R
The Student Government Association, the Interclub Council and the
Iied Cross will sponsor a Blood Drive on October 29th and 30th. The
drive will take place in the Theron Montgomery Building from 11:OO
, am. to 5:00 p.m. each day. There will be a Halloween costume contest
involving the workers and donors. Various random prizes will be given
to the winners. A competition will be held for all community end
campus clubs and organizations for the largest amount of blood
donated. Any volunteerswanting to help, please contact Darlene Hocutt
at 237-7327, or the SGA office.
,---------L---------------------

versity police ."

+

_____---_-----------------------

_

He stated that if every fulltime
and part-time student and employee
would leave their cars in one place,
park in their corresponding zones
and obey traffic rules, the traffic
and parking problem would
allevlate itself.
Nicholson said he currently doing
an assessment of the whole traffic
and traffic situation on the campus
in an effort to make reccommendations to the administration which could result in
future changes.
An environmental psychology
class is dolng surveys on the tratfic
in tront ot Brewer Hall and the
number ot students and cars who
come through 'I'rustee Crcle. He
added that he u wllllng to llsten to
any suggesbons or ideas cormng
from students or taculty members
concerntng trathc or parkmg.
H

__________---------------------.

THURSDAY NITE AT THE ROADS IS 50CNITE, 50Cfor 7 oz.
Bud or Bud Lite or Miller Lite ponies. $1.25 St. Pauli Girl,
$1.25 Heineken, $1.OO Moosehead, 90' Longnecks also.
Here's our package specials. Remember these prices include
SALES TAX!

The Epsilon Nu Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia welcomes into its
membership the following brothers and little sisters: Chris Camp,
Darnon McCallister, Robin Christian, Charles Franklin, Bobby
McGhee, Richard Armstrong, Ken Hamson, Tommy Grisby, Beth
Maynor, Beth Davis, Sheri Cochran, Cherie Holland, Sheila Smith,
.Debra Anderson, Becky Basett, Lynn Beasly, Debbie Nion, Hebekah
Robinson, Belinda Foreman.
_ _ _ _ _ - - - - C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I

Students who have had Biology, Chemistry,General Science, physics,
EXlneering, or Physical Geography -Geology may qualify for earning
money or wedit. A major or minor in science or secondary science
education is preferred but not required
Information on our program, the duties involved, and advantage. or
working as a tutor in the CII, and work-study or credit options can be
outhed from Linda Read ext. 4725 or apply to: Dr. Evelyn Johnson,
Science Tutorial Program, 329 Bibb Graves.
Highly qualified applicants in demand areas may be eligible for other
OPtlons. Applicants will be screened for positions available.
Apply by Nov. 1 for prime consideration.
.-aId

----.-_

-

4pk

12pk

CASE

......................

U)ST Speech and Hearing-Science Educat@g the Deaf , Children.
and Emotional Conflict textbooks lost Tuesday, October 15, in room 202
Ramona Wood Building. If found please contact 231422.
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Endless Summer Tanning Salon

1
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Remember our prices INCLUDE SALES TAX!
We've got the best looking T-shirts in town!
South Pacific T-shirts THAT IS!
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Senior ROTC cadets
assigned new posts
The Military Science Department
has recognized the achievements of
its senior cadets by assigning them
to positions of responsibility within
the Cadet Brigade Chain-ofCommand. The positions were
awarded to the students based upon
their performance at summer camp,
m previous Military Science classes
and over-all GPA.
This year's top cadet is Todd Key.
Cadet Colonel Key is the new
Brigade Commander.
Todd is
responsible for leading the Cadet
Brigade through a variety of activities which culminate in commissioning excercises tor the
seniors and Advanced Camp for the
juniors.
Todd has a staff to assist him.
They are responsible for planning,
mordinating, and conducting Bis
school year's activities.
Cadet
Lieutenant Colonel Phil Isaacson is
the Exective Officer and is
responsible for distributing and
coordinating the tasks within the

different staff sections. He also
assumes the role of commander if
Cadet Key becomes unable to do so.
Cadet Major Hugh McWhorter is
in charge of the personnel section.
His responsibilities
include
assigning duties to the cadets and
taking role during lab sessions.

The positions were
students based on
performance . . .
and overall GPA.
Training is the responsibility of
the Operations Officer, Cadet
beutenant Colonel G b y Men. One
of the major training activities this
fall will be a Field Training Exercise
held at Huntsville with two other
universities.
Supply support is Cadet Major
Karl Youngblood's responsibility.

JbU Photo

Key pauses to share laugh with fellow cadets
Cadet Major Eugenia M~~~ is in
charge Of the Public Affairssection'
There are also two Battalion
Commanders, both of whom hold the
rank of Cadet Lieutenant Colonel.
Harold Pietz and Walter Wilson hold
these positions and have the mission
of preparing the juniors for the

rgors of next summer's advanced
camp'

want to achieve the highest possible
level of military proficiency attainable in ROTC.
The cadet
Ihe Ranger Commander is Cadet leadermp has demonstrated its
Lieutenant James Milam. As
over the pst l a months.
commander
of
this
elite
organization, James develops the They are certain to provide an extraining and physical fitness of those cellant nucleus for this year's
students, keshmen- to seniors, who Program.

Study: Fewer students to enroll in college by 1993
-

W A S H I N ~ N , D.C. (CPS)
The doomsday predictions
In 1980, the center projected total
decline college enrollment would fall to little
There will be about 575,000 fewer Stmmed from a marked
the number Of lW'ear-olds in the
students enrolled in college by iWd,
1979 to 1992
the National Center for Education
Statistics predicted last week.
Colleges, of course, had always
In its most recent long-range recruited most of their new students
enrollment forecast, the NCES ti-om that age category. "From that,
projected enrollment nationwide people deduced that higher
would fall from the current education would lose enrollment,
estimated 12.25 million students to provided the same demographic mix
11.676 million students nationwide as we had in the early sixties," says
over the next eight years.
Elaine El-Khawas, research
While the decline would leave a &rector at the American Council of
number of colleges - especially Education.
smaller four-year private colleges
A m i s t r a t o r s have avoided the
gasPlng for students and survival, it big drop by recruiting huge numbers
is a much less severe enrollment of -non-traditional students,"
than the NCES has predicted in people older than 24 who may attend
the past.
school art time.
Starting m the mid-seventies, the
"It's such a wide age group (nonNCES and other agencies predicted
traditional
students). It's hard to
precipitous enrollment plunges for
work out a meaningful relationship
1980, 1981, 1983 and then 1W.
Experts foresaw a s many as 200 between an age group that large and
colleges closing up during the college attendance," asserts Vance
Grant, the NCES's chief statistician.
etehties.
I

more than 11 million students by
1988.

Or&nizations

The center now estimates that as
(See ENROLL, Page 6)

...

The deadline for entries in the 1986
'

Musk Man contest is nearing. Any male
student is eligible to enter the contest.

-

NO FEES ARE CHARGED FOR
ENTERING, SO SUBMIT PICTURES

That's Army math. It mcans that after 2 years of college (60
semebter hours or equivalent) and 3 2-year cnlistmcnt, you could
have up to $21,000to continue your education.Courtesy of the
New GI Bill New Army College Fund. (Effcctive]uly1,1985).
That other 2 means you can get two years of ROTC by
enrolling in ROTC at the third year level (with the approval of the
college's Profissor of Military Science)when you reenter college.
You'll earn $100 a month in ROTC.
Qualify, and you'll start our enlistment with a promotion.
And just because you're out o school doesn't mean you stop
learning. We'll teach you a skill that can help you go places later.
And you'll go places now, because we give soldiers an opportunity to travel. And a chance to make new friends.
Not to mention a lot of money for college. Plus the chance to
become an Army officer. Contact your local Army Recruiter today.

+

r

SFC GARY KIMBALL, 237-6019

ARMY.BEAUYOU CAN BE.
. > s .

",.. .,

1 Photos should be no smaller than 3x5
1

nop laraer than 8x10. All photos
submitted become the property of
The Chanticleer.
The winner of the contest will represent
Jax State in the national finals.

I
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J'ville fire dept unable to cope
By MCKY WALLACE
Chanticleer Senior Editor
If any building on campus caught on fire, could
students feel assured that the Jacksonville Fire
Department could handle it? Jacksonville Fire Chief
Ernest Henderson answers,"No!'
"We just don 't have the facilities to take care of
several dormitories such as Sparkrnan and the library
which are three or more stories," said Henderson.
Henderson said his department is able to take care of
any fire in the city because none of the buildings is over
three stories.
He said in order to handle potential fires of 17 or more
buildmgs on campus having three or more stories, they
would need a special piece of equipment called a ladder
company.
This special ladder would be used for rescue or
evacuation purposes, he said.
He said even though the fire department responds to
all calls from JSU "with the equipment we have, but it's
really not in our district.
"Jacksonville State is owned by the state and is not
considered a part of the city of Jacksonville which
means fire losses on campus are not charged against us
in OW insurance rating," Henderson explained.
He said if the fire department were given some
financial assistance from JSU to get the needed
equipment, such as the ladder company, then they would
be able to cope with any fire on campus because "we
would have the equipment necessary to do it with."
Be said he could remember a very bad fire that
happened in the 1950's in Daugette Hall. He said because
Jacksonville could not handle it, they had to call in the

Anniston Fire Department to help.
On the other side of the coin, University Police L3ief
David Nichols stated that even though the Jacksonville
Fire Department could not handle buildings over three
stories, such as Sparkman and Houston Cole Library,
students should feel relatively safe in the event of a fire.
"I think our students would be relatively safe, because
we do practice fire drills in all of the dormitories each
year and we have an emergency number which is a
direct line to the fire department," said Nichols.
Miriam Higginbotham, dean of housing, said Sparkman's biggest problem in the event of a fire would not be
how to get out, because its materials are inflammable
and sprinkler systems are on each floor in the laundryrooms.
"The girls have been instructed how to get out of there
and where to go if there were a fire. It's just unfortunate
that the city doesn't have equipment to reach,"
Higginbotham said.
She said thanks to Chief Nichols all dorms on campus
have floor plans to tell them where to go and they have
been instructed to use the end stairwell as an evacuation
route.
Dr. Alta Millican, dean of the College of Library
Science, said in addition to a sprinkler system located in
the basement, the library also has fire alarms and four
to six smoke detectors on each of the 12 floors and two
stairwells marked with exit signs.
Millican added that two floor and two basement
librarians are on duty at all times the library is open.
"Plus the security guard at the desk has a telephone and
a walkie talkie to communicate with the University
Police."

Fire prevention tips to remember
BEFORE A FIRE:
KNOW where all tire exlts are
located and how many doors there
are irom your room.
KKOW how to ge: cut ~f your exit
is blccked
KNOW where zii ilre &arm pull
stattons are located In your

to handrail and walk UUWN
staircase.
DON'T use the elevator (?f appllcabie) :
GO OUTSIDE arid AWAY iron; the
bmldmg and DO NOT re-enter u;r.t.J
told to do so.

GET to a telephone and call:
LWNERSITY POLICE ext. 6000.
CANNOT GET OUT OF Y O m
RWM:
STUFF clot!! ~ ~ a t e r lunder
a l yGiW
r a m door to Dbck out smoke f r c ~ n
the corridor.

E IRE DISCOVERED :
D0X"i' PANIC; if posable, puli

H&tG a sheet or other light
the tire alarm to aiert other colored rnater~a:outside,
MAKE yourselt v:eble at snndow
res:dents oi the t z e .
IF the tlre 1s m you m e d i a t e or balcony; DO NOT 3JMP.
telephone.
IF you have a PHONE CALL ext
FIRE ALARM IS SOWDING:
area, GET OUT of h e dorm by any
6000 and wait to be rescued.
QUICKLY dress for outside open tire exit.
FIRE IN YOUR ROOM: GET
weather cond~tiofis - IF TIME
OUT AND CLOSE DOOR to hold
FIRE RELATED LAWS:
ALLOWS.
Dld you know ehat you MUST exit
FEEL your room dmr before x c k tire whnle you and your triends
a dorm when a fire alarm is sounopening it. It it's cool open it.
excape.
CLOSE and LOCI your room door
MAKE NOISE to awake dng? If you do not, you can be
residents: scream FIRE and pull arrested and charged in,%cotat of
as you leave - don't torget your key
:.la+.'.*.'.
.*. . . ' . .
WALK t~the nearest exit, hang on the alarm on your way out.
residence hdi.
MKOW the locat,si~ of Irre extinguisners and the nearest

c

&&o\w
for N cd. O c t 1 0
Q Q @ ~ @ ~ ~ @ @ @ ~ 0 ~ ~ @ @ 0 ~ @ @ O O ~ p 8 B @ Q 8 @

Presented by the SGA

7:00 and 9:30
3rd floor auditorium
"Fheron Montgomery

Building
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Co-eds vie for Miss Homecoming

Duncan

Gray

Hammon

Mills

Morris

Peck

Smith

Talley

Tennis

Wade
Photos by Opal R.Lovet:

Ten women are m the runnlng tor
the Miss Homecoming crown.
The finalists were chosen by
judges during a pageant held Od.15.
Students will vote for their choice
today.
A contestant must receive 5U
percent plus one in the balloting to
wm without a runoff. The runoff will
be held 'he., Oct. %) if necessary.
The homecoming finalists are:
-Renda Wade, a senior majoring
in computer information systems.
She is a member of Phi Beta
Lambda, Phi Eta Slgma, Alpha Phi

Enroll

Omega and Omicron Delta Kappa.
She has been a member of the
Student Government Association for
two years.
--April Hamrnon, a junior
majoring in secondary education
wth concentrations in psychology
and history. A JSU Ballerina, she
also participates in the Baptist
Campus Ministry and is a Kappa
Alpha Southern Belle.
Javella Gray, a senior majoring
in music.
Her music accomplishments include performing
a Master Class with the principal

clarinetist of the Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra and performing a s
principal clarinetist with the JSU
Symponic Band. In the Miss JSU
pageant, Miss Gray was an alternate in 1985.
-Tracy Morris, a junior majoring
in political science. The reigning
Mss Jacksonville State University,
Mss Morris represented JSU in the
Mss Alabama, pageant this past
June.
-Kimberly Peck, a senior
majoring in education with concentrations in drama and English.

She is a member of the Wesley majoring in computer science. Miss
Foundation and a Kappa Alpha Talley is actively involved in the
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority.
Southern Belle.
-Kelly Tennis, a junior majoring
-Melanie Duncan,
a senior
majoring in nursing. Her pageant in recreation. Miss Tennis is a
experience includes selection a s Ballerina group leader, a member of
Miss American Dream Girl in 198. Alpha Xi Delta sorority, and a Pi
Kappa Phi Little Sister.
-Laura Mills, a senior majoring in
-Lisa Smith, a junior majoring in
nursing. Miss Mills is vice president
of the Student Nurses Association human resources management. She
and a member of the Nurses ~sa member of Phi Eta S i
honor society, Zeta Tau Alpha
Christian Fellowship.
sorority, and is a Kappa Alpha
--Jennifer Talley, a senior Southern Belle. She is a Ballerina.

(Contined mom Page 4 )

of the Current eme ester, enrollment
declined by less than %0,U00 from
the all-time high of 12.5 million in
1983.

The NCES wasn't the only agency
to predct more precipitous declines.

Officials at the universities of New
Mexico, Georgia and Kansas.
among many others, predicted
enrollment drops as recently as
three to four years ago, and are now
surprised by student body increases.
-lt wasso well anticipated that we
worked doubly b d to avoid it,.,
says Claire Swarm, admissions
directoratGeorgia,wherethe "baby
bust" age group of incoming treshmen has grown by 19 percent.
"We also expected a drastic drop
in enrollment. Gail Latouf of the

American Association of State
Colleges and the Universities says
most associations have been
somewhat surprised by not getting
the &p we expected.
Older students have made the
difference, says Bob Aaron with the
National Association fo State
Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges.
"People are going back for extremely pragmatic reasons: career
oriented decisions," Aaron observes. "Many people in high tech
are Coming back for retrainhi.''
He adds the increasing attractiveness of changing careers in
later life and the ever-rising participation of women in me workforce
also have prompted more "older"

people to enroll.
boom generation -- will start
However, college administrators enrolling in college in a few years.
shouldn't jump for joy just yet.
some
adm;nistrators don,t klieve
Whlle there are now about 15 projections indicating an enrollment
c!,itt.5
F ~ O Y "5-u.IZosclic,. NI 0720.2
percent more "older" students in decllne anymore.
college than in 1979, the !TL-t0-34Wlule the NCES's latest forecast
yeardds are also a much bigger pred~cts
junior and community
percentage of the total population colleges will lose 200,80 students by
than they used to be, Michael Igy., for
Jun Mahoney of
O'Keefe writes in a recent Change
magazlne article.
the Amerlcan Association of
2nd Junior Colleges Send $ 2 f o r c a t a l o g of
As a result, colleges really have Community
listen.
o v e r 16,000 t o p i c s ,
to
temptedonly 2.6 percent more of the
writing
.me
average
cornunity
college
"nontraditional" student age group
o r t s and h e l p you b e a t
to register, a l e ~ s t h a n - ~ p e ~ t a ~ ustudent
f a ~ is 2Y years Old? he
writers#
~ l ~ F~~
~ info.,
k .
says.
Enrollment a t bommunity c a l l TOLL-FREE 1-800621But demographers say a new colleges is about 4.7 million, and 57 4 5
( I n I l l i no
1
group of students children born in Mahoney expects it to be stable into 31 2-92 2-0300. ) Authors' Rethe mld-seventies to the early the nineties, when there might be a search, b . 6 0 0 - N t 407 South
Dearborn, Chicago IL 60605.
eighties to the World War I1 baby slight increase.

Writers' Block

Cured

'IKeefe

-

.
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'A ~ t j o nthat is afraid to let its people judge truth and
falsehood in an open market is a nation that is afraid of
its people.'

Robinson surpasses "the Bear"
master of the wishbdle and perhaps the greatest football
coach ever. He was among the best a t firing up his team

By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor

lessen Robinson's accomplishments.

more college football games than any other coach.
This 1s not meant to take anything away from Bear
Bryant's accomplishments. He was unquestionably the

More letters
about A IDS.

should not be denied his rightful place in the record
books,

ceptlng them:' tlelng gay is not right
now. nor has ~tever been right. u it
has, then show us one society which
has succeeded and prospered under
such cond~tions.
From the beginlung of time, gays
and other forms of unnatural flesh
have troubled humanity, but it has
been continually proven be more
harmful than good.

are good and Holy seem to always
stand on their own?
James Boshee
Dear Editor:
A facet of Blair ~ o ~ tOctober
z.
10
letter which seems to have been
was his poor
It
1s disturbing that a communications
instructor would misspell words like
"phys~c~ans"
and "through."

from

,

.

(&&

.

Robert

Belgar,

Lh?TEKS, Page 9 )

self-
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David Broder

Turncoat Democrats laud budget plan
ASHMGTONSen. Gary
(D-Colo.)
on the radio
Saturday to
ounce a s "a
ragedy and a
a v e st y " t h e
e p u b 1i c a n sponsored auaget-balancing plan
whlch sailed through the Senate last
week, it was billed a s the
Democratic response to President
Reagan.
Actually, Hart spoke for himself
and 19 other Senate Democrats who
opposed the plan. He &d not speak
for the 27 Senate Democrats who
joined the Republicans in passing it.
'wee of the six Democratic
senators who have sought the
party's presidential nomination,
lncludmg Edward M. Kennedy of
Mass., supported the GOP plan.
Three others, including Hart,
claimed
it was "a aolitical baud,"
.-.
and voted aganst it.
'me chairman of the Democratic
Senatorial Campaign Committee,
George Mtchell of Maine, opposed
it, c h i n g it "~rres~onsibie-and
unacceptable." 'fie chairman ot the
Democratic Congressional Cam--

~

paign Committee, 'Tony Coelho of
California, while favoring some
changes, i s arguing to fellowDemocrats that it would be smart
politics to let it go into effect.
In short, what has happened is
that the Republicans have rolled a
political ten-strike with their deficitcutting plan, and the democrats a r e
flying in every direction. With a
single move, the GOP has taken the
deficit issue, which seemed its
greatest burden, and deftly shifted
the monkey to the Democrats' back.
The substantive effects of the plan
on both government programs and
on the balance of power between the
executive and legislative branches
are important enough to merit
separate comment. So many
questions were left unanswered in
the Senate's rush to judgment that it
1s well the Senate-House conference
on the nmisure will be protracted.
But ~ o l i t i c a l l ~it, is evident
already that the late session
irutiative by two junior Republican
senators, P h l Gramm of Texas and
Rudman of New Hampshire,
has thrown the Democrats for a

, , ,1wp.
,

Beyond the obvious political
posturing of such potential 19%

rivals a s Kennedy and Hart, there
was both intellectual confusion and
fundamental
strategic
disagreement among Senate
Democrats.
S m a r t southern
progressives like Dale Bumpers of
Arkansas an Lawton Chiles of
Florida could not agree. Neither
could canny conservations like Sam
Nunn of Georgia and Bennett
Johnston of Louisiana. Nor could
liberal freshmen like Paul Simon of
lllinois and Tom Harkin of Iowa.

The d i s a r r a y among House
Democrats is, I suspect, going to be
even greater, and show even more
clearly the basic cleavages inside
the old Democratic coalition.
The members of the black caucus
and others representmg urban and
rural districts where government
a d is a necessity, not a lwury, have
been increasingly restive as the
leaders of their party have accepted
the philosophy of budgetcutting and
avoiding a tax-increase.
They went along reluctantly with
those like Speaker 'rhomas P . (Tip
O'Niell (D-Mass.), who saidReagan
would m u r d e r the Democrats
politically if they came out for a tax
hlke, even as they saw aid to their
cities and their constituents whittled

away.
But this proposal-which requires
far deeper cuts and gives the
President the power to impose them
if Congress does not-has ripped it.
Rep. Ron Dellurns (Dealif .), one of
those critics, charged that despite
the support it drew from people like
Kennedy and Bumpers and Simon,
"I see no guarantees (in the
proposal) for t h e poor and
powerless.
The people that I
represent who have been the most
loyal supporters of the Democratic
Party do not deserve to have their
loyalty rewarded by abandonment."
Many white liberals, however,
argue that the political imperative
to "do something" about the deficit
is irresistible, a n they think
Grarnrn-Rudman can be reshaped in
conference to force Reagan to accept a choice between deep defense
cuts and acquiescence in higher
taxes .
They voted to go to conierence on
the m e a s u r e despite deep
rmsgivings about the proposal a s it
stands. Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.)
said h i s preliminary analysis
suggests that the transfer of
power of the purse from Congress to
the President 1s so great under the
Senate-approved
bill
that

"everythmg that's been gained (by
legislatures in democratic countries) smce the field of Runnymede
has been thrown away."
Rep. David Obey ( D-Wis.),
another liberal conferee, said his
hope is that "we can keep all
categories of spendmg on the table,
and then the military will have to
take a real hit if Reagan refuses to
consider a tax increase." But he,
too, conceded that "at this point,
nobody knows what's in it .or what it
would really do."
Backstage there a r e Democratic
strategists who don't really care
what is in it, or what ~t does, so long
as it is rewritten to take effect m 1986
and so long as the voters know it's
basically a Republican design.
House Democratic campagn chlet
Coelho argued that "when the
crunch comes, and programs people
want are cut, they will remember
who pushed it."

'fiat hope ot a public backlash is
little consolation to those like
Dellurns who see tirarnm-Rudman
a s the tmal step in Reagan's design
to dismantle the welfare state. They
see betrayal, not shrewdness, m the
acquienscence ot so many
Democrats in that plot.

Letters to the Editor
(Continued From Page 8)
homosexuals than "gay ."
I have some serious reservations
about anyone who springs blindly to
the defense of a group of people
whose concept of normal sex is t!le
constant and promiscuous injection
of each others mouths and anuses
with semen.
Earl C. McCool
Dept. of Educational Pyschology

JSU has a
few bad apples
Dear Editor:
1'11 be blunt. On October 16th I and
a fellow student had a question,
concerning the upcoming Spring
semester, relating to a university
policy. We went to a certain otfice
where we talked to one of the
secretaries. All we wanted was
some it'orrnation and at first this
person was fairly considerate. But
this person quickly became rude and
hostile. We were told that instead of
"going over" our professors' heads
for the coming semester, that we
should "talk with them first." As a
member of the U.S. Army, I know
that one should follow the chain of
command. Considering that the
spring schedule books have not
come out yet, I assume this "person" (and I use the term loosely)
should realize, it makes it rather
hfficult to talk to our professors for
the upcomng semester. It would
also seem that a student's problem
should be given some consideration.
However, this person lacks a great
deal of dnderstanding, tact and

human decency. 1 a m frustrated
and disappointed at the fact that the
Umversity teaches its students how
to present themselves properly and
lnndly to others yet allows its staff
and faculty m e m b e r s to show
disrespect or rather indifference
toward students and their needs. I,
however, do not wish to condemn or
spot the entire faculty and staff of
JSU. For the most part, my experiences with them have been
-ommendable an$ memorable. I a m
directing this at those "bad apples"
like the one I came into contact with.
This person's attitude was totally
uncalled for and it tarnished the
Image that this University has
represented to me. It is people like
this one that ruin the addage
"Friendliest Campus in the South. "
I conclude this letter by wishing this
person an early transmission failure
whle traveling down the center lane
on Quintard in Anniston on a very
hot or cold day - at 4:30 p.m. By the
way - I still. love JSU.
Jon M. Byrom

Kelley
admonishes
Broder
Dear Editor,
I would like to comment on the
audicity of the editorial by David
Broder, September 26.
However to set the record straight
for Mr. Broder, it is a great difference between Judaism and
Zionism. Farrakhan is condemdng
Zioriism and not h d a i s m .

In fact these Zionist a r e calling
themselves Jews. They a r e not
practicmg Judaism. Zionism is a
political philosophy.
'rhe real
descendants of Jews are among the
Black man in America and the
falasha Jews of Ethopia, who Zionist
try to conceal before the eyes of the
world. In fact, the Bible teaches that
Moses delivered the Jews from
Egypt. Zionist are of European
descent. Zionist falsely say Egypt is
in the Mddle East. However, there
is no such country. Egypt is located
m Africa. I will challenge any or all
of your professors to prove I a m
right.
Revelation of the Bible teaches us
clearly that there are those who
claim they are Jews and are not. It
says that they a r e of the synagogue
of Satan.
How can they have the audacity to
have Blacks repudiate Farrakhan a s
if we don't have the intelligence to
pick and choose our own leaders. If
they a r e our friends let them prove
it. Religion is not what you preach.
It is what you practice.
The Isreal of the Bible was to be
granted by the coming of the
Messiah. The Isreal in Palestine is a
result of Zionist in the 190's
Usurping somebody else's land and
maintaining it through murder and
deceit.
Should we believe that they are the
chosen of God? Caucasian people
have their picture, Mr. Broder, in
our churches and theirs a s an anthropomorphic image of God and
angels. Are we to believe that you
are the chosen of God?
J e a a &d not sag in the scripture,

what you can do for the republican
party, but he said what you do for
the least of these you have also done
it unto me. Does not the same Bible
tell us that God is after the lost
sheep, the prodigal son, a Joseph
who w@ sold into slavery became
master, and that God is after the
despise and the rejected? Are we to
see everyone else in scripture but
ourselves?
What's wrong with
Farrakhan saying that we are the
chosen of God if we fit this
description in the same Bible you
have given us.
Mr. Broder this nation historically
has destroyed the character of our
leaders and then physically killed
them. Who is a good leader for
Black people? You didn't like Jesse
Jackson, Mr. Broder. This society
destroyed Garvey. Evidence proves
that the F.B.I. and C.I.A. was involved in killing Malcolm X. That
radical Kadafy, a s you call him did
not kill Martin Luther King.
Mr. Broder there is a similarity
between Caucasian and these
Zionist ...Hypocricy. When we go to
your schools, you move out. When
we move in your neighborhood you
move out.
When we vote
Democratic you become Republican
and never repudiate your brother for
this kind of conduct.
Black folks today must not be like
a crazy women in love with a no good
man. Up until this point the more
you have niistreated us the more we
have loved you.
Don't be
hypocritical and say "love your
neighbor as thyself."
We a r e
waiting for you to. love us, .After a l l .
F&r~a](Z;af;PS 3fin'r;"jfrfie' ye$' B&bg "

leaders who is teachng Blacks to
love themselves. 'rhose thousands of
blacks in every city in America who
come out to hear my brother are not
crazy. I have been blessed to share
the rostum with this great leader.
I h o w truth and I'll stand up for
that truth. Apparently Chanticlear
you have ignored the hundreds of
stGdents on this campus who has
supported
my
speaki~g
engagements with consistency.
Thanks to a serious minded group of
strong, proud, intelligent group of
young men in the Jacksonville State
~ n i v e r s i Masonic
t~
Student Body.
I s a y to Mr. Broder like
Farrakhan let us be free Black
people. What wrong with that? Let
us not be slaves to anyone but God.
Thank you.
Randy Kelley
T h e C h a n t i c l e e r i s t h e s t u.-.
dent
newspaper
of
.acksonv l l e S t a t e
U n f ~ e r s ~ t Tne
v
Cnant c eer IS D r o a ~ c e a
entirely b y students a n d printing is done
by the Talladega D a i l y Home.
The
newspaper is funded by Univ . l a i t y appropriations and advertising sold b y ad
m a n a g e n . Office space i n the basement
of the Theron M o n t g o m e r y Building is
provided b y t h e University.
A l l students interested i n working for
the Chanticleer a r e welcome to apply.
The Chanticleer invites opinions to be
expressed i n letters to the editor. As
many letters as possible w i l l be printed.
Letters to the editor must be typed,
double-spaced and turned i n to the
Chanticleer office i n a sealed envelope
before 5 p m . F r i d a y . A l l letters must be
presented w i t h a valid student faculty I D
card, Letters f r o m other sources must
include address and telephone. Those of
more than 300 words are subjc::
to cutting without notice and the editor
reserves the r i q h t to make any copy
conform to the rules of newspaper styie
The Chanticleer will n o t m a k e corrections
on letters to the editor. The Chanticleer
'?ill p o t .print, u,nsigqed lefters.
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Adams discovers rewards in teaching
By Steve Pope
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Very few mstructors can go
through a whole day of teaching
classes and still mamtam both a
reassurmg smile and a cheertul
personality. Mrs. Angela Adams
who has been known to teach
English courses ranging from
L e a r m g Slalls 102 to Oral Communicztion makes her classes enpyable tor the student.

them fail, so they haven't ex- a teacher has a personality. It's the
perienced failure," she said.
content of the course that counts, not
that a personality doesn't help
A d a m agrees that students need though" Adams said.
teachers' attention a s much a s they
Adams got most of her inspiration
need it from their parents.
from Teresa Ferster Glazier who.
"Students often beleive that they wrote the book, The Least You
mll pass my class becawe they a r e Should Know About English.
'good' people. But eventually these Glazier taught her in graduate
students understand they must earn school and was a role model to her.
a passing grade," she said.

"As a student I always admired
teachers who brought a part ot
themselves into the classroom;
therefore, I try to have a personality
that everyone loves. 1 like to tell
jokes in class, but I realize I'm no
Bill Cosby. Most students don't
laugh untll the course becomes more
cfifficult; then they need the laughter
to help them through the hard
spots," Adams said.

Adams teels a s she must be a
role model for her students. She,
like all the Enghsh 100 teachers, is
dedcated to working with and
helping students outside of class
because she recognizes how hard the
students have to work to mamtain
the slulls they need to complete a
college education. "The only way to
tlnd a students problem is to interact
m t h one another and find the
students weak pomts," she said.

Adam's teachmg method is to
interact one on one with each
student to fmd his weak or strong
pomts. "I can help my students by
trymg to establish a relationship
mth a student who is m need of help
or a little humor m his life:' Adams
sad.

'+Itry to have a t least two or three
essays whch I use a s a one on one
teaching method. I come around
and vlew each essay and try to help
them learn to write" A d a m said.

Adams then decided she wanted to
teach English. A d a m was raised in
Hyde Park, a hghly mtegrated
section ot Chicago. She earned her
Masters in English a t Western
Tllinois University.
"I love p y students, teaching my
courses and helpmg each student
separately because I find it very
rewar&ngn Adams said. She is
married to an Army officer, Cpt.
'orone Adams, stationed a t Anmston Army Depot. Her time here is
llmted to here husband's position,
but folloulng their stay here, she
and her husband are looking forward to a European tour.

Sandy Capps, a students in one of
Adams' courses, says, "When Mrs.
Adams does leave, she will
"One reason why I think students
may enjoy my class is that in class I
definitely be remembered as a
never stress their weaknesses, but
teacher who loved her work and her
students; however, the most that
stress their strengths. Over the
years some students have been
Adams has an exciting personality wlll remain in everyone's mind is
protected by parents and some and its unusual to see her in a dull the fun in her classes and her exteachers who cannot bear to see moment. "Itreally doesn't matter if :iting personality ."
Fbe often worries about her students
who work exceptionally hard but
don't acqulre the skills to pass the
course and have to take it again the
next semester.

Adams tutors a student

JbU PIIOIL

Fall tornado season quickly approaches Alabama
By ROY WULlAMS

mostly mild days, but occaslonall~ within the same thunderstorm and winds inside a tornado move,
bursts of cold alr trom the north extend downward from the same Johnson s a d .
move in. 'That is when we need to be cloud.w
"We can only estunate because
on the lookout tor stormy weather
He added that tornadoes a r e very everytime a tornado has hit weather
and the possibility ot tornadoes."
unpredictable.
instruments it has destroyed them,"
'Tornadoes vary greatly m size,
" ~ u s tlike a dog's t a l , a funnel he said. 'Tornadoes a r e rated by
lntenslty and appearance, Johnson cloud seems to wag around and you windspeed just like hurricanes. m e
s a d . He described the typical tor- never know where it wlll go next," tastest and most severe tornadoes
nado
Johnson said "A tornado may lift have wmd speeds m excess of 400
"We generally can't see the tor- ott the ground and come back down m l e s per hour. Some tend to stay in
nado itselt unbl it touches the again, swmg trom side to side, or the area tor a long time, whle others
ground and starts lltting material even go m a straight path. They moveacrossthe groundatup to 30 or
mto the air," he said "You can See a generally d a m a g e a n a r e a of 40 miles per how."
tornado because ot the dust and perhaps only a quarter of a mlle or
Because ot the mablllty to pre&ct
debris caught m it A tornado has a less in width, otten completely a tornado's movements, Johnson
tunnel shape and seems to be destroying several buildmgs while a d that people should always take

Chanticleer Senior Editor
'Their litespan on Earth is rather
short and their path of destrucbon is
rather small. However, tornadoes
are one of nature's m o d vlolent
storm. In only a tew seconds, these
rapidly rotating C O ~ . ~ I - of
I ~ alr can
turn a once thrlvlng community lnto
a dsaster area. Though most tornadoes in Alabama occur m the
spring (March and April), the state
is now about to enter its secondary
tornado season ot November and
December, Dr. Howard Johnson
head of the geography department
sad.
Johnson, a protessor here smce
1972, teaches several courses m
meteorology and clunatology He
has had an ongolng mterest in
weather-related phenomena such a s
tornadoes tor many years.
It is possible tor tornadoes to
occur at any tune of the year,
Johnson said But most people
associate them with the sprlng and
are not aware of the tall tornado
season.
"'Tornadoes generally occur when
two dtterent types of a r meet," he
s a d " ' h e reason we have so many
m the tall and sprmg is because a t
that tune ot the year, we a r e sandwched between alr masses that
have the greatest contrasts In
temperature. In November and
December, Alabama experiences
,
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trom you one mmute; however, it
could very easlly turn around and
come atter you the next m u t e , " he
s a d . "SO YOU need to be extra
cautious whenever you sight one."
Johnson advises everyone to pay
close attention to the radio and
television bulletms to dlstmg~lsh
whether a tornado watch or warnmg
is in ettect. A tornado watch means
that the ~ o n ~ t l o n s the atmosphere a r e such that a tornado
m g h t occur. A tornado warnmg
means that someone has actually
seen a tornado c m ~ out
g ot a cloud
and one 1s m the area.

TOKNADO CVATCII: Tornatfos ant1 severe tt~urlderstorrnsare posslt~lein this area.
TORNADO WARNING: Torriacfo llas heen cletectetj ~nTHIS area; take IMMEDIATE shelter.
I f a Tornado WARNING IS issued, IMMEDIATELY report to the lowest level possible (depending
on time) 1r1 y o t ~ rresiderlce I ~ a l arid
l
go to a WINDOWLESS area near the ~ilsidecenter of t h e
building. AVOID co~r\rlorswhose exterlor doors e x l t directly (no turns) outside; ttley may
becorrle "wlrld tunnels."
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' builds miracles

Anne Bancroft and Jane Fonda
enjoy a relaxing moment
righteous MotherSuperiorsmoking a
cigarette proffed by Livingston in
one hilarious scene, and in another
we find Livingston showing genuine
concern for the vunerability of
young Agnes. Norman Jewison,
director, commented on this multifaceted conflict. "'fie most exciting
aspect of adapting the screenplay
for 'Agnes of God' was dealing with
this contlict between faith and logic
in the scenes with Jane and Anne."
He continued, "Since one represents
the secular world and the other
represents the religious world, you
have these battles where the two of

them are slugging out their
respective points of view. Pielmeier
(screenwriter and playwright) has
also thought to bestow a sense of
humor on both.of the characters, so
in the midst of this powerful
~truggle, there are some wonderfully light moments."
As for the matchup between
character and actress, Jane Fonda
is tp2caSt as the well-meaning
crusader (again, unfortunately).
Fonda is an excellent actress, but
her persoriality takes over the
(See AGNES, Page 17)

lpha promotes music

Chris Moore instructs stud&$
besnners all the way through high
schdbl. Using the lessons available
through the mversity will help the
students become more wellrounded. Says Moody, "The better
the individual members play, the

better the
"So tar
tine. The
Monday
directors
Humphrey.
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Jazz trio pla ys American style for IH
By ROY WILLIAMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor

The Jazz Trio, under the direction
ot Dr. Ronald Surace, will give an
American Jazz Concert a t the International House on Sunday, Oct. 27
(3-4 pm).
The concert, performed solely for
the residents ot the International
House and thelr guests, wlll be used
to prepare the trio tor a pertormance on Monday, Oct. 28 a t the
Umversity ot Georga. Members of
the three-piece ensemble mclude Dr.
Surace playing the plano, Tommy
Surace on bass guitar, and Tracy
Tyler on drums.
"We decided to present a special
program tor the International House
students because jazz has an international appeal," Surace. said.

"Jazz music is a melting pot of
many cultures; it is something that
people from all areas of the world
can relate to and enjoy. Though jazz
is an American product, it has its
roots m the music of Africa, Europe
and other areas of the world."
The trio will play a few original
songs arranged by Dr. Surace and
several standard jazz classics. It
will include a wide range of musical
numbers that both the foreign and
American students in the audience
will be able to identify with, he said.
"We try to bring current elements
Into our music, such a s rock-androll," Surace said. "'rhough a large
ensemble has more mass-appeal i o
the
a
group has a
style ot Its Own and
more
the indlvldual. I believe a jazz trlo 1s
to a big jazz ensemble what a string
quartet is to the orchestra "

The group has performed in many
high scools throughout Alabama and
Georgia, Surace said.

"ln jazz, every member has an
input," he said. "It is an accumulative group effort. Tracy, a
faculty member of the music
department, and I have played
together for over three years; my
son Tommy, a senior at Jacksonville
figh, joined us a little over a year
ago.
We have played for the
Alabama Music Teachers Convention a t Auburn and given lecture
presentations on jazz in many
areas.
..We are looking torward to pertorming tor the International
House," Surace added. "Performng
tor people
so many vast
cultures will be an experience m
itself."

Harlem Heyday delivers message
By ROY WILLIAMS

Chanticleer Senior Editor
W R I Productions, a nationally
renowned black musical theatre
company from New York City, will
present a performance of "Harlem
Heyday" Monday, Nov. 4 a t 7:30pm
in the Ernest Stone Performing A r t s
Center. Sponsored by the Afro
American Association, tickets to the
event ($2 for students and $3 for
adults) are available from any AAA
member.
"Harlem Heyday" is a theatrical
production of song and dance
routmes ,, set in the "Roaring
'henties. The show consists of
staged acts written and pertormed
by b l h ~ k sduring the swinging era.
Students attending the performance w ~ l lwitness a recreation
of many of the biggest stars in early
black entertainment - Josephine
Baker, Ethel Waters, Bessie Smith,
Gertrude "Ma" Rainey and many
others.

AFRI Productions specializes in
tourlng high quality, reasonably
mexpensive productions throughout
the U.S. Its pertormances are widely
utilized by colleges and umversities
seeking a positive artistic portrayal
of the early black experience.
"Harlem Heyday" brlngs out an
outpourmg of the popular-music of
the 1920s. Performed in many areas
of the country, the show has gained
ulde acclaim.
"It has more talent on the stage
than the iaw should allow. Genuinely
moving, vocally irresistible, it is
decidely worth seeing," Edwin
Newman of NBC said.
"The music comes in every
variety. Many of the songs are
original compositions by members
ot the group and some a r e
traditional
work-songs
and
spirituals arranged by members of
the group. The smgmg, particularly
the choral singmg, is beautiful and
stirring," The New Yorker
magazme said.

"The voices have plenty to say and
do it with dignity and an exceptional
amount of musical talent. The
'message' is in the music and you
hear it. There's an electricity
there," William Raidy of Newhouse
Newspapers said.

................................
ii..HARLEM HEYDAY !!

Dr. Lloyd E . Mulrane, faculty
advisor ot AAA, said that "Harlem
Heyday" has somethmg to offer to
everyone and that it enables the
audience to tee1 a s it they are experiencing the era themselves.
As the 'Harlem Heyday' brochure
says, "A people can be hldden, but
their music can't."

SHOW
SUNDAY at

10:45 PM

After Music City Videos

WITH HOST
MIKE SCRUGGS
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HERE .?

Not Happy Where You Are Living Now? Come See THE COURTYARD

THE COURTYARD
There is finally a 'real' place t o live

If you are currently under a lease, but you would rather be living at THE COURTYARD we will pick up your current lease or dorm
obligation

*pool
*health club
jacuzzi

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Call Bob Fryling at 435-2275 for more information
Office open Mon-Fri 9-6 Sat 10-4
Sundays by appoinment only

*fullyfurnished
o n site security

THE COURTYARD has planned social activities throughout the ~ d l ,and if you move in now you'll pay no
rent until January.
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"There's more than one

612 So. Pelham
J'vil le

435-2895

muwNT mws
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Statesmen rally to topple Gamecocks
By HANK HUMPHREY
Chanticleer Staff Writer
The Statesmen came to town
Saturday night and forever stitched
their school name in the memory of
the Gamecocks and the fans that
attended the game. It was one of
those games the Gamecocks should
have won and let get away. Delta
State came into the game with a 3 5
14 win over UT Martin and just
never gave up. Jacisonville Sate
beat Delta State in every category,
but the scoreboard U-reads 27-23
wth the higher points on the
visitor's side of the scoreboard.
After Delta State drew an empty
blank on their first drive, JSU
proceeded to go the distance with
David Coffey at the helm. Coffey
mixed the pass and run and the drive
ended with junior halfback Shawn
Massey going around left end for six
yards and six points. Ashley Kay
hcked the PAT and the scoreboard
read JSU-7 DSXJ-0. The Gamecocks
had gotten the ball and had scored
on their f i s t possession, a very
positive drive for the offensive
coaches to look at.
Jacksonville got posseshon after
Chip Dasdaman punted the ball and
again took the ball deep into
Statesmen territory. JSU got to the
nine y,wd line, but couldn't get six,
so they settled for three and Mr. Kay
came in and made it JSU-10 DSU4.
Delta State knew that the third
tune was the charm and QB Keith
Williams put together a drive of
eleven running plays and one pass
that covered 80 yards to make it a
four point game. Dardaman booted
the PAT and it was 10-7.

After Loth teams stuttered on
drives, JSU drove 49 yards in 2 plays
and DSU's defense got tough and the
Gamecocks had to settle for Ashley
Kay and his %-yard field goal
making it 13-7 Gamecocks on top at
halftime

An interesting note ensued about
halftime; the Southerners did a
halftime show for the students and it
might go down a s one of the longest
ever. The 31-minute h a l f t i e show
was not only enjoyed by the student
body, but by the Delta State team,
which was standing waiting to get on
with the third quarter.
As it is with rules, JSU was
penalized fifteen yards for the length
of the show and on first down the
penalty was equalized by a personal
foul on a Gamecock by a Statesman.
Jacksonville was stopped and then
the defense came up and rose to the
occasion. Alonzo Blackmon blocked
a Dardamn field goal and JSU had
the ball on the DSU 47 yard line.
On second down .a controversial
play came about. Shawn Massey
fumbled the ball and Dewitt B i d of
DSU fell on it. It was ruled that he
was down before the fumble, but
Statesmen coach Jim Parker put up
a fight about the call.
The Gamecocks completed the
drive with Kay kicking a %yard
field goal with 4:21 left in the third
quarter and JSU took a 167 lead.
The "fumble" controversy fired
the Statesmen up and AllGSC
receiver Kyle Finney returned a
Gary Waiters punt 70 yards to make
it a three point game. Now the
scoreboard read JSU-16, DSXJ-13.
Keith Williams then took the Delta
State offense down the field in seven
plays and covered 69-yards in getting the go ahead six points. The
scoreboard changed toward the
visitors favor and it was 20-16 DSU.
David Coffey threw a pass to
Derrick Thomas on f i s t down and
Thomas jitterbugged his way 7 2
yards for a JSU touchdown. Sixteen
seconds after DSU scored JSU had
taken back their lead, and
everybody was wishing there were
replay cameras to see Thomas do
hts thing again. Ashley Kay made it
JSU-23, DSU-20.

Keith Williams must have studied
Coffey's style on the sidelines. The
second possession after the CoffeyThomas connection, Williams
passed to Londale Bankston and he
picked his way through the Red
Bandits for a touchdown and the
lead went back to the Statesmen, 2723.

JSU had plenty of time, but that
doesn't help when a fumble occurs.
DSU took the ball and ran the clock
down to 1:52 before giving it back to
the Gamecocks.
After C!!ffey was sacked. JSIJ got

a first down froman interference call.
Coffey threw a 5-yard pass to
Waiters. Then there was a mixup on
the snap and Coffey barly recovered
it for the Gamecocks. On fourth and
five Coffey's pass missed the mark
going right in between two DSU
defensive backs.
Delta State took over and sat on
the ball to get out of Gamecock
country with a come back victory.
It was a sad loss and a game that
you hate to see happen, but does
from time to time. The scoreboard
read 27 for the visitors and 23 for

JSU and that ser~iDSU home to play
Troy on a happy note, but made the
Gamecocks and the JSU faithful sad
at losing such a close game. The
Gamecocks now have to regroup and
look ahead to this weekend's confrontation with North Alabama. The
Lions would like nothing better than
to devour some Gamecocks. The
Gamecocks will take their 23-1
record on the road to Florence and
unll take on UNA under the lights at
7:00 p.m. The next home game for
the Gamecocks is homecoming with
the Pacers of UT Martin. Nov. 2.

Photo by P h ~ l l ~Green
p

Gamecocks had a respectable lead but lost it in the end

Choctaws dominate GSC
-By HANK HUMPHhEY
Chanticleer Staff Writer
UNA 38, Uf MAIR'I'IN 7
The Lions and Pacers could have just played half of
their game because neither team scored in the second
half.
Two and a hakt mmutes into the game linebacker Steve
Rogers blocked a Roy Reeves punt and cornerback
Bruce Jones picked up the ball, running 14 yards for a
touchdown.
The Idionsput two more touchdowns on the board in the
tirst quarter. Quarterback Tim Garner passed to Tofiy
lllorrow born 23 yards out with 2:31 left in the quarter,
Clarence Johnson then ran eleven yards for another
touchdown.
The Pacers sputtered a ~ LdEVA got ene ball again and
drove in with Clarence Johnson doing the honors again.
With that touchdown, he set a new GSC touchdown mark
Wlth 34.
The record books stay& open as James Knowles
lacked the 41st tield goal of his career and accumulate :
244 pomts. Earlier this season broke JSU's L3ri
Hobbs' record.
With 3:30 left in the second quarter, the Pacers got on
the scoreboard. Troy Sikes hit Fondre Gadson from 21
T., No. 83 waits anxiosly 'Iin gpmq
y?rdS,o!-lt.
..
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UNA brought the reserves out and QB Dallas Metcalf
threw a 10 yard pass to Chris Yeager to end an 88 yard
hon drive and end the scoring for the game.
With such a fantastic first half, one has to wonder what
happened in the second half, but plenty ot UNA players
saw some action last Saturday night.
UNA goes to 2-1 in the GSC and 5-1 overall and UT
Martin stays in the cellar with a 0-4 record in the GSC
and 1-6 overall.
LI'LrINGS'rON 10, VALWSTA STATE 5

'3.e L i v ~ ~ g s t o'Tigers
ii
had lost three games =to lhelr
meet w:th the Blazers. But, t k s game was special.
Livingston was ceiebraltrg it's 156th year ar.d that
sparked a httle Tiger pnde, but head coach San: MzCorkle knew hs team needed a p.ah and had new red
pants waiting tor them m the locker room that night.
That excitement mght have sparked the Tiger victory.
bvmgston scored on a Ot~sHugNey pass to Lorer~o
Graham from 35 yards out and a 22-yard field goal by
Andy Lomax.
' h e Tiger held the Valdosta State offense until 7:09 left
in the game and Keith Moore put a 40 yard field goal
threw the uprights for a 10-3 game.
.
{See GSC, Page 22)
,
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With 40 seconds left to go, Andy Lomax trotted out of
the end zone to give the two point gift to the Blazers.
An interesting note for this game was most Livingston
graduates
be
with the
but
head coach, Jim 13err~man played at
bvl%ston and was a teammate of LU head coach Sam
He had to be a little
with the

rolled over for 326 total yards in the first half and 506
total yards, 329 rushing and 182 passing.
eigth ranked Choctaws went to town in
Saturday night, but two big plays were the Trojans
downfall. The first was
quarterback Danny
was called back because of a
QToole's touchdown
holding mnalty. It that had worked, Troy could have
LOSS.
controiled the ball for the rest of the first half and stayed
MISSISSIPPI COLLEGE 45, TROY STATE 21
more in range.
It was the GSC matchup of the season and the result
The second big play which hurt 'fioy was a fake punt
was pretty much what was expected. ~t was the Troy
State wishbone ofiense and against the ~ i ~ ~ used
i in~ the~third
i quarter
~ ~ toi keep a Choctaw drive alive.
College veer.
With the victory, the Choctaws have smooth sailing for
The TSU defense that had been doing so well and a GSC championship title and a NCAA Division I1 playoff
saclung quarterbacks four or five times a game was berth.

Women's volleyball
ranked second in G S C tMcCorWe.
By KEITHNIX
Chanticleer Sports mitor
The 1985 version of the women's
volleyball squad jumped offto a 10-6
start. The girls post a 5-1 conference
record and are ranked second
overall in Gulf South Conference.
Coach Janice Pace and her team
enter the meat of their season with a
strong chance of taking the conference title.
Although the Jbv Spikers were
defeated by MUW, they did well in
the West Georgia Invitational Oct.
18-19by making it to the semi-hnals.
JSU rolled over UT-Martin 15-8, 1115, 15-6; Alabama State 1512, 15-9;
and Columbus College 15-1,15-1, but
the University of Montevallo barely
ripped by the Lady G ~ ~ e c o c k11s
15,1215, as did MUW 3-15713-159 and
Merchant University at Macon 4-15,
@-I5in the semi-tinals.
Coach Janice Pace COIlUllented
that the Lady Gamecocks played
well in the tournament, considermg
uM presently ranks second in the
nation, while MUW is eighth.
Following the tournament this
weekend, Coach Janice Pace
commented " We got off to a slow
start but are l o o h g better every
time we play. With our mjured
players back, we have a good chance
to wm the conterence."
She went on to say that ther
toughest competition WIU be UNA
but she seems to tee1 that her squad
can wm tne Gulf South title.
The s'tartmg six this year on the
volleyball team are Karen Graham.

Donna Oden, Shawn WLLson, AUison
Weaks, Lisa Highley and Meg
Meeks. Naleesha Bates, Natalie
Stewart and defensive s t a n d a t
Lori Garmon make up the rest of the
team.
hluries could really have hurt the
girls' chances Of taking the title this
Year realizing that there are only
nine players on the team and six
have to play. However, the few
inluies plaguing Pace's team seem
to be
JSU's n e d competition is at MUW
Oct.28, and W GA Oct. 30.
me ~ w c o c k lost
s new s a a u l l
opener to a seasoned UNA team
~ h l c hhad already been playing for
a few weeks. The girls redeemed
themselves with a good showing at
the U'F-Martin invitational. They
defeated U'r-Martin and Rhodes
College before falling to Montevallo
and Stephen F. Austin. In the ust tin
match, Pace's girlstook one game in
the best of three match &om Austin
who had been ranked 5th nationally
last year.
Uonna Oden, the key hitter for the
team, was named to the AllTournament team atter the invltational at UT-Martm.
The girls then reeled oil tour
consecutivewmsagalnst'fioy State,
Huntington College, West Georgia
and Livlngston College. They then
tell to powertul Mississippi
University tor Women (MUW)
team.
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Girls tennis team hopes to recapture conference title
BY HUBY CASEY
Still on a natural high from the
success of last year, the Lady
Gamecock's tennis team members
are enthusiastic about thls season's
schedule. 'Zhey have been putting in
strenuous ptactice sessions with the
encouragement of coach Steve
Bailey in anticipation of getting into
the first games of the fall season.
The women's tennis team enjoyed

an outstanding 1985 season. 'lhey
posted an absolutely astonishing
record of 28-4 on the season. 'fie
team also finished on top of the
conference with a perfect 104
record. Other positive results about
this team were heving five players
named to the allconference team.
This team is well paced and has won
the last 20 matches in a row. 'The
women who will be returning this

season are Phyllis Priest, Sheri
Lynn Circle, SUan Meals and Jamie
Masters. 'The team produced several
conference tournament winners:
Susan Meals, from Atlanta,
Georgia; Phyllis Priest form
Huntsville, Alabama who won the
number one doubles; Sheri Circle
from Marietta, Georgia who had an
envious record of 26-4.
For the season some of the

strongest teams and most flerce
games were sgainst VIM, UNA, and
Delta State who had good programs.
According to Bailey, after the
tournament In Tampa, Florida, the
lady who ran the complex said,
"rlleseyoung women are the nicest
group who have c p e through
here." 'This comment really plt the
icing on the cake for the Lady
Gamecocks and Bailey ea they came

off this successthl season.
New members of the women's
team lnclude Andrea McKenzle
from Birmingham and Sue Kotulla
Rom Plttsburgb, Pennsy lvania.
'The women's team will host the
Gulf South Conference tournatnent
on AprU 1819.
'fie women's team has been
awarded 6 scholarships, acvording
to Coach Balley.

Burgess attributes loss to 'big play;
looks ahead to key UNA game
By MARK HOPPER
Chanticleer Staff Wrlter
In big play games, usually the team that pulls off the
last big play wlns and that's the way it ended for coach
Bill Burgess and hls Gamecocks as they fell victim to
Delta State 27-23. "We gave up too many big plays, and
that's the reason we came up short," added Burgess.
"We've got to learn to wm the games we're in position to
wln."
Despite the loss, many players both offensively and
detensively played well. Burgess cites the play of
quarterback David CoBey, who was 1521 for 191 yards
and one touchdown, and running back Monte Coats who
rushed tor nmetyae yards as positive points of the
game. Defensively Burgess said several Gamecocks
played well, and the major concern now is the injuries of
Stewart Lee and John Hurt Smith.
Lee is hampered by a leg problem and also a toe injury
recelved when a Delta player stepped on his left foot.
Smith's knee injury leaves the Gamecocks short handed
at defensive end, Chris DeCresto also a defensive end
has not returned from an injury and Smith is listed as
quest~onable.

Burgess and staff began preparation to face North
Alabama in Florence this Saturday. UNA is 5-1 on the
season and 21 in the Gulf South Conference. Their only
loss was to Mississippi College earlier this season. "We
want to have the opportunity to win the ballgame; it's
important to our seniors as well as the rest of our team,
but the seniors deserve to be considered. We're not
making long range predictions; we're playing to win
every Saturday, and we could easily be 4-2 on the
season," added Buqess.
North Alabama has the number 2 rated defense in the
country this year in Division 11. They have a strong
offensive line with two excellent running backs. JSU
coaches feel this is one of the biggest GSC rivalries and
the two teams will be up and ready to play. "UNA starts
seven seniors on offense and seven seniors on defense.
We start two seniors on offense and two seniors on
defense so it's a huge challenge," added Burgess. "We
need a good week of practice; get some people well and
get 8l'teP them."
JSU's homecoming will be in two weeks Nov 2 against
Tennessee-Martin.
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